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I. INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS

A. KUJUMP INTEL

1. MINI 10027 REPORTED THERMOELECTRIC PLANT WHICH SERVICES
   CITY CAMAGUEY FLOODED BY HURRICANE FLORA AND UNOPERABLE AS OF 13 NOV
   63. ELECTRICITY WAS ALLOTED CAMAGUEY ON EMERGENCY BASIS FROM
   NEARBY TOWN GASPAR.

B. WAVE INTEL

1. UFQ-4156 (CABLE) AMVREN-1 REPORTS MEMBERS CHINESE EMBASSY
   FREQUENTLY VISITED INSTITUTO CUBANO-VENEZULANO, HABANA AS OF 11 NOV.
   GUERRILLA TRAINING, MILITARY INSTRUCTION, AND ATHLETICS BEING TAUGHT
   TO 1,200 LATIN AMERICANS AT HABANA SPORT CENTERS.

2. UFQ-4157 (CABLE) ARCO-3 REPORTS UNIDENTIFIED NUMBER
   CHINESE IN YELLOWISH UNIFORMS ARRIVED MARIEL 7 NOV.

C. KOLA AND KUTUGE/D. NOTHING TO REPORT.

D. PRESS AND RADIO

1. MIAMI NEWS 27 NOV REPORTED REFUGEES ARRIVING KEY WEST BY
   SMALL BOAT 28 NOV SAID COMPULSORY MILITARY SERVICE IN CUBA WILL TOUCH
OFF ISLANDWIDE PROTEST WHICH COULD ERUPT INTO AN UPRISING. HAVANA
MECHANIC SAID "JUST WAIT UNTIL JANUARY WHEN THOSE BATTALIONS ARE
SENT TO WORK IN FIELDS FOR SEVEN DOLLARS A MONTH." RADIO STATION WGBS
29 NOV SAID EIGHT REFUGEES WHO ARRIVED MARATHON 28 NOV SAID THEY
OVERPOWERED MILITIAMAN, STOLE HIS BOAT AND FLED TO U.S. TO AVOID
COMPELLED MILITARY SERVICE. IN DIARIO LAS AMERICAS 28 NOV, REFUGEE
JACINTO RODRIGUEZ SAID DRAFT LAW HAS BROUGHT CUBANS TO POINT DESEPS-
RATION. AND HILLS WOULD BE FULL OF REBELS IF THERE WERE HELP FROM U.S.

2. MIAMI NEWS 29 NOV SAID ARREST OF REVERE E. ODOM AND CLIFFORD
UL CONNELL IN MIAMI FOR ILLEGAL POSSESSION 3,600 LBS DYNAMITE HAS
LED TO SMASHING SIZABLE BLACK MARKET EXPLOSIVES RING. DETECTIVE
SAID QUANTITIES EXPLOSIVES WERE SOLD TO ANTI-Castro EXILE GROUPS.

II. OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

A. FI

1. THREE VT MESSAGES RECEIVED FROM ARCOVE-1.
2. VT MESSAGES RECEIVED FROM ANTURY-1 ANVEE-1.
3. WAVE 8268 FORWARDED SUGGESTIONS HANDLING ANTAUP-10 CASE
WITH ODOATH.

B. CI

(6490)

SEE WAVE 8190 RE PBPRIMER IN CONTACT W/ALLEGED RIS AGENT ROME.

C. PV

1. CALLING ORANGE-1 REPORT ON ARMS SHUGGLING IN SDON.
2. WAVE 8294 EXPRESSES JUAVE CONCERN OVER PROGRESS BEING MADE
FOR NATIONWIDE TV PROGRAM REGARDING BAY PIGS INVASION. THIS
HBO WHITE PAPER CURRENTLY SCHEDULED APPEAR 8 DEC AND COULD HAVE
ADVERSE REPERCUSSIONS VIS-A-VIS ARBIDDY-1 AND ARWORLD.
D. PW

1. RECEIVED AMBANTY MSG 53 THROUGH 56 WHICH CONTAINED INTEL REPORTS.

(E 4654)

2. MSG 51 (WAVE 6202) RECEIVED FROM GOO-CONTROLLED PETROS CONTAINED INFO ON CONTACT AND REQUESTED FUNDS. AGENT SAFETY SIGNAL WAS OMITTED.

E. IS. NOTHING TO REPORT.

III. LIAISON DEVELOPMENTS. NOTHING TO REPORT.

IV. ADMIN AND SUPPORT

A. TRAINING

1. AMFIRE/2 AND AMSTASH/2 BEGAN CLANDESTINE MARITIME OPS TRAINING 29 NOV.

2. AMILIAAD TEAM RECEIVED REFRESHER TRAINING WITH LIVE FIRE WEAPONS 29 NOV.
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